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String art tutorial pdf

Over the past 5 years, I have created hundreds of string artworks, but this Mason Jar medley art project is undoubtedly one of my favorites.  . It's a fun craft and you can create simple or elaborate artwork once you learn the technique. I enjoy it so much that I decided to write a beginner-level tutorial, so you can learn to do it yourself! The
first step is to collect your supplies. Maybe you already have a lot of stuff like that in your house. For what you don't already have, you can have most of them on Amazon. I include links for as much supplies as I can. What you can't purchase on Amazon can be found in almost any craft store, like Michael, Hobby Lobby, A.C. Moore, and
sometimes even Wal-Mart. Links in this post may be affiliate links, which means I can earn a commission if you make a purchase from any of them, at no additional cost to you.  You can find more information by reading my full disclaimer. Supplies you'll need: one wooden board, a minimum of 8 x 10 inches. My custom husband cuts mine
for me, but you can purchase one here: Walnut Hollow Baswood Rectangle Plaque, 8 x 10 Fetish One. I prefer the size and weight of a small ball fine hammer. It's big enough to do the job, but easy enough not to hit the tree much if you happen to accidentally hit the board while you're being tattooed. I recommend it: Vaughn S016 16-
ounce Hickory Handle Super Steel Ball Fine Hammer, 13 3/4 inch long needle nose pliers. You need these to hold the nails while you hammer, so they go straight and you don't hit your fingers when you hammer. Trust me. These are essential, and make the process so much easier! These are very similar to the ones I use: pliers nose
needle Dykes extra long needle pliers (6 inches) small nails – I love linoleum nails. Other people use trim nails, wire nails, escutcheon pins, or shadow bracket nails. Whatever you choose, make sure you like the finish upstairs. That's what's going to be visible in your latest piece. You can find linoleum nails here: Hillman Group 532425
Linoleum Nail Saw Hanger – these come in packs of four to six. I use this type: arrow 161000 photo hangers small saw teeth (pack of 6) craft glue – I prefer Alan's sticky glue. It's super secure and easy to use. I totally screwed up and forgot to put it in the supply picture. Oops!! You can find it here: Aleene's 33143 Original Sticky Always
Ready, 4 oz. White Embroidery Thread – I use DMC brand tissue thread, available in any craft shop or at Wal-Mart. Don't order it online. They're usually less than $0.50 per skein at each of these stores. Glue stick – I like the type that starts purple and becomes as clear as it is who's who'. Again, buy it at your local dollar store or at
Walmart. Paper Flowers – These can be found in Part of every craft store. I purchased this particular type at Michael's. Duct tape – easily available in Walmart's local scissors – just use everything you have lying around the house. From start to finish, a piece like this takes me about an hour, but if you're a rookie for string art, allow yourself
more time. Free template After you have collected all your supplies, download and print this template. You can use this link to download it: Mason Jar String Art Template after you have printed the template, cut it along the black lines and glue it to your board with the mask tape. It will look something like this: nail the next, use a needle
nasal claw to hold your nails, and hammer a nail into each orange dot. Help sepatitis keep your nail straight and also help keep you from hurting your fingers! Once you've stuck all your nails, your board should look like this: very gently, remove the tape and pull the paper pan up. If you pull hard or too fast, you can remove the nails, and
you are more likely to leave small pieces of paper behind that can be difficult to remove. You also want to keep your template as complete as possible, so you can use it as a guide when you start hanging the story. After removing your template, your creation will look like this: you should take a good look at your board and nails, and make
sure you pull out small pieces of paper that might be stuck on your nails. Needle nose stick come super useful for this! Stringing next comes the fun part, when your creation really starts to take shape. Take your tissue thread and solve the whole smoothie. Then gently pull one strand out. You can use a packed strand, but I think a single
strand is easier to work with and gives the piece a more subtle look that resembles the glass jar you're going for here. Be sure to pull gently and slowly, so the strings don't get tangled up. It usually looks like this while I'm pulling it: next, tie the tip of your only strand to one of your nails. I find that the top left nail of the jar is a good place to
start designing it. There will be some pieces of string art that you need to finish on this piece, so finding a good breakpoint and starting point is key. Once my wire is secured, I begin to hang my creation by wrapping the thread around each individual fingernail. I use a crisscross pattern to create the lines in most of my string artwork, as
shown in the images below, but you can use any type of string format that suits you. I received a lot of requests and video of how to make this string crisscross technique.  One is now available on my snowflake art string tutorial.   Be sure to use your template to see which nails should be attached and which ones shouldn't. Basically,
wherever there's a black line in the mold, you Connect the nails. It can be a little confusing sometimes, but if you take your time and follow the pattern, it shouldn't take long. The trickiest part of this piece is the stamp logo in the center. It can be hard to see where the string is going, but I promise, it's starting to make sense as you move
along with the piece. When you reach the end of the string, or when you are connected to a section, simply tie the string to the nail, leaving the edges long. It should look like this: here's a time lapse video of the whole string process: so you want to use your scissors and your glue stick to trim and glue your edges. I do each individually, to
make sure I don't miss any ends. First I clip the wire tied up to about 1/4 inches. Then dip a small amount of glue from the glue stick on the nail that has the open edges. Click on the loose ends of the string into the paste, wrapping them around the nail so that they are not visible when you look at the piece. I like to use the purple glue that
my name has exercised to help me know exactly where my glue is when I'm working on this step. I'm using a bamboo skewer for this step, but it's entirely possible to just use your fingers for that part. Once all your edges are glued, your edges are chopped and glued, your board should look something like this: flowers now you get to
arrange your flowers! After gently removing the flowers from the packaging, arrange them on the board to make sure you like the location. It might take some tuning. After I have an arrangement I like, I glue the flowers on the board one at a time. I'm trying to make sure each flower had about 10 minutes to dry out before adding another
one. This way I can connect them closer together without changing the location of the other flowers. I forgot to put it in the supply film at first, but I use Ali's glue. It's pretty cheap and it sticks to any great purpose craft! Once your glue is dry, you add your tooth hanger in the back, and your creation is ready to show! I'd love to see how your
versions of this project turn out! Send them to me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/chaoticallyyoursblog t stop worrying about what to make for dinner! Get cooking made easy and have the next month all planned! Dinner, done! Stop worrying about what to make for dinner! Get cooking made easy and have the next month all planned!
Dinner, done! How to make string art easy for beginners – This simple step-by-step tutorial shows how DIY string art with wire nails, wires, or wire (thread embroidery doesn't look nice). Includes templates and ideas and nothing more by children or adults.  Pin it down for later! A few weeks ago I posted a picture of my string art on
Instagram: I was pretty much happy with the result, but the project took me half my life I asked for help, suggestions, tips, encouragement, everything my friends and associates had to offer. Between Facebook and Instagram I received a lot of advice, some of which I will share with you below. In my Instagram post, I said I didn't think I had
another string art project in me, but I already had all the ingredients, and Ellie asked me to make her one (the heart above was for Grace), and I have a tremendous amount of mom's guilt about Grace sometimes getting preferential treatment, so there was no doubt I was going to try a second time. Next. I guess it was good in a way
because I used all the tips and suggestions and wisdom from my friends right away and learned the wrong way to do it and did everything in front of the second time. The second string art project actually went pretty well, while I didn't believe I'd ever come to enjoy hammer nails into a tree, I'd (ha) be willing to let another project go. First of
all, I want to talk about it. I have some advice on materials. I have a really cute wooden board at Walmart in the craft area. It was solid at the front (as you can see above and below) but open on the back. It was a problem because it was super hard to get the nails to go to an open part of the center. Around the edges, no problem. But the
central part where there was nothing solid underneath? Big pita. Go for a solid piece of wood for your project and skip this cute nonsense. Or better still, get the cute tree and use it for something else. Of course, if you use wood from a home improvement shop, you want to stain or paint it first to make it look nice. It adds time and effort,
but I know you can handle it, cunning friend. I have faith in you. Get some spray paint if you don't feel like messing with a brush. String art for beginner materials *See the paragraphs immediately above for advice on materials. Block 12 x12 of soft wood like pine – in fact, you can use any size you want. Mine are both 12×12. I probably
wouldn't go smaller than 8 x8 though then the central shape would be so small that it would be difficult to get the nails inward in a paint or stain to make the tree – it's not in the picture because my tree has been painted when I brote it. But most likely, you'll have to draw or stain your own. If the page I called above highlights you, try this set
of simple acrylic craft colors. They'll work, too. Linoleum Nails – You want nails that are quite short because otherwise, they either stick the back of the project or poke too high in the foreground. These nails were a huge pain to hold because they are so short, but I briefed it with the jewelry claw that are on the materials list. I especially
liked these nails because they have big heads (keeps the wire in place). Template – I searched Pinterest And let Ally choose from there. I've seen a lot of nice star patterns, some fatter, some thinter, some rolled around the edges. She chose the one underneath which I linked here. To the heart, I used my favorite method: fold a piece of
paper in half, draw half a heart, cut on a line, open. That's seriously all I did, and it turned out as perfect as ever. You can't cook's when you do it like that. Marker or Pencil – Any fine marker or pencil will do. You just want something to make little marks on the tree. Ruler – preferably as wide as a piece of wood, but it's okay if it's smaller.
It'll just be more work for you. Little Hammer – See the difference between these two hammers above? I have the extra-large yellow beast for this project. I started using it, squashing my fingers while trying to hold these tiny golden fingernails, and I was very frustrated and on the verge of tears. Joe took one look at me and said, wait a
minute. You need a smaller hammer. And disappeared, appearing about three minutes later with the beauty on the right that worked perfectly. Jewelry Per: I happen to have these on hand, and they were super helpful in holding tiny nails to get them a little straight. I used them a lot the second time. Wire – I tried this project with tissue
thread for the first time, and I was not at all happy with the results. While technically you could see the thread and tell what color it was, it had virtually no visual effect. Do yourself a favor and start with a wire. If you are unfamiliar with the wire, go to the craft store and select a wire with number 3 or 4 (worst weight) in the back. These will be
thick enough but not too thick. Hanging hardware – If you're using a block of wood, you'll need a way to hang it. There are no pictures of it below because my pre-painted board was also pre-assembled with a hanger. String Art Kit – Your kids aren't going to be down with this tree-based project, so if they want to do some string art, do
yourself a huge favor and get them to this string art set. One of my friends highly recommended it and said her daughter was able to complete the easy projects herself. String art tutorial for beginners The first step is to prepare your tree as I said above. Paint or stain it if you weren't lucky enough to find a solid block of prepainted or
stained wood. Add your dependent hardware to the end of the clipboard. Now the real work begins. Cut your mold and wonder it on the board. Use a two-sided tape if you need to, to keep it in place. (I didn't, and I didn't have any problems with skating, but it kind of depends on how much part of your tree is if you need a tape.) Using your
cursor, make small dots just outside the pattern, all the way around. I didn't measure these, but they kind of... Apart. Then, measure the nails around the outside of the board. I did mine exactly 1/2 apart all the way around. 6. Remove the mold and start your hammers B. I started in the center and made my way out, making the ring around
last. 7. It is easiest if you use flat jewelry psychiat butt or needle nasal psychiaters to hold the tiny nails. They are easy to dim, so the jewelry clasp make a big difference in keeping them mostly straight. 8. But as you can see below, it is not entirely critical that all nails are straight. Mine's pretty loose most of the way around, and my finished
product is still beautiful. So don't worry too much if yours looks like mine. 9. Also don't worry if your nails come off the dots a little bit. Sometimes, I found that my points were a little too close together to make the string work, so I moved. You can probably see some dots in the picture below, but you can't see them in finished string art
because they're all covered by wire. 10. Start hanging the wire by tying it to the nail. I always started and stopped in the outside arena, just to relieve myself. Tie the wire as you tie your shoes (it's called a square knot when you tie it twice together I think). Be sure to do it twice so it doesn't come to unravel later. 11. Now just hang the wire
back and forth between the nails on the outside and the nails on the inside. Note that you can't just go one to one all the time, especially around the points of the planet. Sometimes you'll need to wrap two outer nails around the same inner nail or two inner nails around the same outer nail. Just do your best to keep each section together
and out of sync. If you need more guidance on this step, look at the finished string art images above and below to see how I did it. You can see especially in the green part where the wire is much thicker in some places; That's because I wrapped it more than once around the nail. Ellie needed a little guidance on what to wrap and when,



but she easily completed the medley on her star. She was very happy to do it herself. These will be eyeliner stars on her cheek. She and her sister make one for the other look festive. To change colors, crop the current color of a wire and tie it in a square knot around an outer nail. Then tie the next color on the same nail and keep going
around. When you're done, cut the related edges close to the knots. ** Comment on conspiracy. When I wrapped the thread to my heart upstairs, I used a knitting knot called a magical knot, and I hate the way it looks. You can see the obvious connections in the middle of the tense parts. I think you can't see the connections like of course
on the planet. So definitely don't tie the wire colors together. Just tie knots around nails. That's what our planet is. Like when we were done. As I said above, you can tell where I wrapped more than once because the wool looks significantly thicker in these places. Ellie raved about her star and hung it by her bedside. Have you ever tried
string art? If you have string art tips for beginners I might have missed, be sure to leave them in the comments below. © 2018-2020, Tara Zygmunt. All rights reserved are reserved.
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